While 2021 was another unusual and challenging year, we continued to make progress to protect our environment and public health. Much of the year was spent pushing for progress, leading to significant outcomes at the end of the year. Together, with your generous support, we helped achieve the following accomplishments in 2021:

1. Secured federal action providing North Carolina authority to curb toxic discharges of forever chemicals.
2. Pushed for state action to reduce carbon pollution from the electricity sector, which helped lead to adoption of a new state law setting carbon reduction requirements. While there were provisions in this law that we wanted to have been stronger, it was an important step forward.
3. Advocated for increased funding for state climate and flood resilience—leading to an unprecedented level of support.
4. Continued to fight for environmental justice, including working to secure an Executive Order by Governor Cooper to advance environmental justice protections.
5. Mobilized public support for federal legislation to provide investments in transit, climate resilience, and renewable energy.

In 2022, we’ll continue to work for environmental justice and equity, advancements in clean energy and climate resilience, regulation of pollution from CAFOs (Confined Animal Feeding Operations), and the clean-up of forever chemicals. Together, we’ll protect North Carolina’s environment and public health.

Support Our Work

Interested in supporting NC Conservation Network? Here are a few ways you can give to protect North Carolina’s air, water, and quality of life:

Make a one-time donation
Become a monthly sustaining donor
Support us through Charity Navigator
Make a gift through a will or living trust

Financials

Revenue

62% Contributions

Expenses

13% Mgmt and General
5% Fundraising

6% PPP
30% Grants
82% Program

1% Dues
1% Interest & Misc
5% Fundraising